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H
YPERTEXT PUBLISHING, as most anything 

having to do with the internet, is in vital 
ferment. There are no clear cultural or com
mercial models nor is there a predictable sen

se of audience, and meanwhile digital literature itself is in the 
midst of some seismic shift, a lithic boil sending forth multi
ple fingers of molten forms. These forms range from largely 
textual, literary hypertexts which emphasize the multiple 
forms of the story or poem (much of my own work is of this 
order) ; to radical and exciting experiments with the nature of 
language and image and their borders, influenced by kinetic 
poetry and computer graphics alike; to the conjoined cyber-
textual dreams and rituals of game world and submersive en
tertainments where words largely function as mere incanta
tions or echolalia; and finally to increasingly dominant forms 
of commercially influenced and highly mediated or conver
gent vector graphics and animations whose textual interludes 
and threads stand as mere epigraphy, that is as pictorial cap
tioning or statutory inscription. 

In what follows I propose less to examine than to situate 
these magmatic flows, pointing toward the time-worn chan
nels and natural landforms which they naturally find within 
our cultural landscape. 

To cast such a consideration in geological terms is, of cour
se, a metaphoric stratagem meant to slow that whose very 
essence is an insistence it cannot be slowed. Technology may 
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claim light's speed and insubstantiality, but as Rivière notes, 
"the poetic trajectory retains a certain slowness from its long 
virtuality." (6) Keeping in mind the purposes and the already 
distinguished history of The Adam Helms Lecture, my in
quiry will revolve around reading and publishing, with espe
cial attention to Michel de Certeau's somewhat overlooked 
(or perhaps overshadowed) speculations about reading in 
The Practice of Everyday Life. 

At the start I should say a word about my habitual rhetoric, 
which generous observers often account to my hypertextual 
background rather than what I fear is an inherent fondness for 
patterned multiplicities, born of my Irish-American heritage 
and life around a dinner table teeming with the multiple and 
contending voices of brothers and sisters. In any case what 
follows are sometimes dense ideas, I'm afraid densely presen
ted, in the way of those various desserts now popular around 
the world and often called "death by chocolate" where indivi
dual elements overwhelm until the whole mass seems so in
tense as to be nothing. Or again perhaps you might think of 
the density here as that of the cement substrate in which frag
ments are placed in a mosaic where eventually, given time or 
space enough - if for instance one studies it at length, or better 
still steps away and glances back - an image momentarily cla
rifies itself before disappearing again into fragments. 

With that as preface, let me begin by saying that polemical 
arguments about the book and the frantic quest for conver
gence which characterized the late, lamented dot.com boom 
have masked fundamental causes for the stuttering steps 
toward a commercially and culturally viable electronic litera
ture as well as toward the emergence of an engaged reading 
community and a vibrant publishing industry for such work. 
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For some time now I have been arguing that form of multime
dia itself as yet has no obvious audience, nor any obvious long
ing which it seeks to fulfill. What seems missing is a multime
dia art form which, as Dutch philosopher Jan-Hendrik Bakker 
puts it, "materializes the non-linearity and the poly-inter-
pretability" of the medium, (N.P.) We seek a form that not 
only represents but promises to alleviate our contemporary 
anxieties about the instability and fragility of the bright, brief 
passage of human life. This is, quite simply, something multi
media has yet to learn from the written word, and especially 
the book as it was to us (and thus still is to us insofar we are 
open to it). In any case my hope is to sketch out a continuity 
and summon us to our highest calling as literary people. 

The poly-interpretability of the written word is what, in 
the Phaedrus, so troubles Plato's Socrates about the inscrip
tion on the tomb of Midas the Phrygian, wherein, as Socrates 
complains, "it makes not the slightest difference which line 
comes first or last." 

In the face of death, whether that of Midas the Phrygian or 
the face we all show ourselves in the mirror, it should make a 
difference what comes first or last. What is, however, subject 
to question is how that difference is represented; that is, 
either in the space of the mark, which the book has so well 
recollected for us, or the moment of memory, whose passing 
the computer screen promises to mark for us. In his chapter 
on "Story Time" de Certeau wonders whether "memory is no 
more than this 'recall' [...] on the part of the other, leaving its 
mark like a kind of an overlay on a body" as an "originary and 
secret writing [which] 'emerges' little by little in the very spa
ces where memory is [...] played by circumstances [...] [and] a 
sense of the other." (87) 
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The crossing over of language from the temporal into the 
spatial, begun by Plato's time, was never - nor could never be 
- completed; and instead put language and culture alike into 
oscillation. Do we situate ourselves in a place or a time? This, 
at base, is the question of electronic publishing as it was also 
the question of the printing press. 

Literature has insisted from the first that place and time 
are porous and interpenetrable. Yet throughout history - it
self an oscillation of place and time - one or another pole be
comes ascendant, although never truly populated or incarna
ted. Time or place play over the cultural landscape by turns, 
not like ravaging armies or binary, Manichean deities, but 
rather like high and low pressure weather systems. 

Time and space exist for us above the same plane and un
der the same sky. The book as it was to us is the place of the 
time of our caring. "Readers are travelers;" de Certeau sug
gests, "they move across lands belonging to someone else, 
like nomads poaching their way across fields they did not 
write [...] Writing accumulates, stocks up, resists time by the 
establishment of a place, multiplies its production through 
the expansionism of reproduction." Yet, in time, the time of 
the reader, all which is carefully built up falls back into flux. 
For de Certeau reading "takes no measures against the ero
sion of time (one forgets oneself and also forgets), it does 
not keep what it acquires, or it does so poorly, and each of 
the places through which it passes is a repetition of a lost 
paradise." (174) 

It is not clear as yet if digital literature can become the sus
taining repetition of the lost paradise that early Utopian 
claims, including my own, made for or upon it. 

A great deal will depend upon the web of caring which it 
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sustains and feeds upon. I have in mind here caring in the tri
ple sense of the Heideggerian hydra: our embodied and mor
tal sense of being at once already in a world, ahead of itself, 
and inextricably tied up with things. At the risk of absurdly 
turning this most difficult, most gerundive, most technologi
cal thinker into a mere self-help guru for a stalled literature 
and industry, it seems fair to say that digital culture suffers 
from its inability to see itself as already thrown into a settled, 
and sometimes fallen, conversation whose commodity is that 
recognition. For Heidegger, according to his deft interpreter 
Michael Inwood, "technology is not primarily a way of ma
king or doing things, but a way of revealing things that prece
des the making." (209) 

In Heidegger's classic formulation, Dasein resolutely re
members the future by looking through the present from the 
perspective of the past. Yet in our time these interpenetrating 
and inhabited successions are threatened by what I call the 
blizzard of nextness. My own concerns as an electronic artist 
in recent years have been with threats to our sense of the 
beauty of the ordinary - as well as the diminution if not dis
missal of mortality - which nextness not so much represents 
as constantly overwrites. 

My decade old mantra regarding electronic literature, 
"print stays itself, electronic text replaces itself," meant to si
tuate the momentary in the spatial and to suggest that the 
ordinary is what passes and its beauty is that passage. 

That which we most have in common, our common passa
ge, has been turned against us by a culture of nextness. "The 
extreme form of this expropriation of the Common," Giorgio 
Agamben says, "is the spectacle, that is, the politics we live 
in." (80) Yet he finds hope for a coming community in how 
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"the spectacle retains something like a positive possibility 
that can be used against it." (612) 

What I envisioned for electronic literature was something 
like Agamben's positive possibility, not hope against hope 
but hope in the possibility of hope. "More than [...] technolo
gical development, what drives the nations of the earth 
toward a single common destiny," suggests Agamben, "is the 
alienation from linguistic being, the uprooting of all peoples 
from their vital dwelling in language." And yet he, too, finds 
hope in how "for the first time it is possible for humans to ex
perience their own linguistic being - not this or that content 
of language itself, not this or that proposition but the very 
fact that one speaks." (83) 

In essence a hyperlink is the fact of speaking without 
speech, speech in passing. It is by now nearly a commonplace 
among literary and cultural theorists and critics of hypertext 
to note that the hypertextual link severs as much as it links. 
Our ordinary lives confirm this. When you make a connec
tion to something or someone, you lose one to someone or 
something else. These hesitations make meaning in passing. 
This is what we mean by mortality. The thing passed over 
shadows our passing. Our attention to these gains and losses 
changes the nature of our lives and indeed the world around 
us. Something, a singularity, emerges out of the everyday re
ality of our lives which has never happened before but which 
changes everything, even as the everyday reality of our lives 
goes on almost without knowing. 

It is in that spirit of unknowing that I want to turn for 
awhile to consider certain contemporary and highly tentative 
movements toward the electronic book on the part of publis
hers and writers. This turn will require us to peer into the 
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blizzard of nextness to attempt to see what old walls stand 
steadfast and what newly built structures perhaps promise to 
shelter us. 

More often than not in contemporary media we are sum
moned by - and saturated in - unknowing, suspended bet
ween what Jay Bolter and Richard Grusin term immediacy 
and hypermediacy, between presence and nextness. We ges
ture idly toward an image like a child toward a bauble, and in 
that gesture transform ourselves and a world of baubles. "The 
child sees everything in a state of newness; he is always 
drunk," wrote Baudelaire: "Nothing more resembles what 
we call inspiration than [...] the fixed and animally ecstatic 
gaze of a child confronted with something new." (62) 

More than a year ago now, in zNew York Times Op-Ed piece 
Robert Bolick, vice president at McGraw-Hill, fixed an ecsta
tic gaze upon the e-book saying more or less that if readers 
will read what we publish this way, we will sell it so to them. 

We would like - author or publisher, librarian or critic, 
philosopher or poet alike - to think we know what a reader is 
buying. We think it a thing but we know it a moment. In de 
Certeau's account the reader "since he is incapable of stock
piling (unless he writes or records) [...] cannot protect himself 
against the erosion of time (while reading he forgets himself, 
and forgets what he has read) unless he buys the object (book, 
image) which is no more than a substitute (the spoor or pro
mise) of moments 'lost' in reading." (174) 

Faced with this object in which he is lost in time and thus 
loses time the reader poaches upon it. Again according to de 
Certeau "the thin film of writing becomes a movement of 
strata, a play of spaces [and a] different world (the reader's) 
slips into the writer's space." (173) 
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It wasn't the play of spaces or the movement of strata but 
"twitchy little pages" which prompted novelist Francine 
Prose's screed against electronic literature published on the 
same NYT Op-Ed pages some years before publisher Bohck's 
eager testimony. As a different sort of travelling reader, Bolick 
now delights in how the e-book page stays lit and stable when 
his suburban publisher's commuter train grinds to a halt. All 
it took was Stephen King moving a few hundred thousand 
units of light overnight (at eight bits per unit by the old, pre-
computer, Anglo Saxon way of reckoning bits) and suddenly 
everyone seemed to have realized that the book, as standardly 
outfitted, not only fails to come with its own built-in and 
back-lit reading light, but also, despite its heft, includes mere
ly a single work. 

Yet, as de Certeau reminds us, "the creativity of the reader 
grows as the institution that controlled it declines." (172) 

Thus one wonders, how long before the same industry 
which is coming to understand that its product may be pour
ed from a variety of containers, from carbon-based to silicon, 
will likewise come to understand that these new packages do 
not merely convey but embody the new wine of newly formed 
delights and desires. "A book produced by typesetting may 
look very similar to one generated by a computerized pro
gram," N.Katherine Hayles writes, "but the technological 
processes involved in this transformation are not neutral. 
Different technologies of text production suggest different 
models of signification; changes in signification are linked 
with shifts in consumption; shifting patterns of consumption 
initiate new experiences of embodiment; and embodied ex
perience interacts with codes of representation to generate 
new kinds of textual worlds." (69) 
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In some ways the arguments about the respective capabili
ties of print and electronic texts are polemical and largely 
moot. The book already exists in the midst of the clamor of an 
electronic culture which makes even intentional removes -
stepping away from your email or cell phone, for instance - a 
signifying gesture, a kind of bookish monasticism. I come 
from a generation which for a time bragged that it had no tele
vision (or claimed to use it only to watch educational program
ming) and in this gesture endowed it, especially for children, 
with a haunting presence beyond the place it had in most hou
ses as something of an electronic hearth or visual white noise. 
Now of course the whole world is not only on television but is 

a television, ranging from the web-cammed broadcasting or 
panoptic local-casting of surveillance systems to the actual vi-
deoscreen facades and street side studios from Times Square to 
Baghdad to the Champs Elysées. Meanwhile the industry 
dreams of "convergence," visions wherein teevees and compu
ters and Palm Pilots and cell phones will mate and merge like. 
creatures in a Hieronymus Bosch landscape ; leading to a world 
of "transparent ubiquity" wherein wallpaper and - as one wag 
really once suggested in Wired- even leaves on a tree will whis
per not Louise but the latest quotes from the Dow Jones wire. 

None of this is new of course. In The Arcades Project Benja
min points to "the advent of new velocities, which gave life an 
altered rhythm" and quotes Maurice Talmeyr'sLö cité du sang 

from 1900: "These [poster] images of a day or an hour, 
bleached by the elements, charcoaled by urchins, scorched by 
the sun - although others are sometimes collected even befo
re they have dried - symbolize to a higher degree even than 
the newspapers the sudden, shock-filled, multiform life that 
carries us away." (68) 
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Hardly a transparent ubiquity "in the early days of the pos
ter," Benjamin reports "there was as yet no law [...] to provide 
protection for posters and indeed from posters; so one could 
wake up some morning to find one's window placarded." ( 6$ ) 

The placarded window is exactly what Bolter and Grusin 
mean by hypermediacy, in which we are promised a direct 
view (immediacy) but then lulled or seduced into attending 
to surfaces. "From morning to night, narrations constantly 
haunt streets and buildings," de Certeau says, and he envi
sions a legible world, its surfaces draped as surely as a Christo 
work or the gas plasma covered façade of the NASDAQ buil
ding in Times Square. Narrativities, de Certeau notes, " 'co
ver the event,' that is to say, they make our legends {legenda, 

what is to be read or said) out of it [...] The listener walks all 
day long through the forest of narrativities, from journalism, 
advertising, and television, narrativities that still find the 
time, as he is getting ready for bed, to slip a few final messages 
under the portal of sleep." (186) 

It should not thus be surprising that books make their way 
genially in this increasingly inbred electronic world of legible 
legenda. Books increasingly range toward the network not 
only as subject matter (the stuff of our day to day lives where
in we find our stories), or more radically by cloning themsel
ves into e-books; but also even in plain old print by increa
singly seeming to mimic chatroom screens in page designs of 
jittery typography, "chunky" paragraphing, half-page chap
ters, and chatty polyvocal stylistics. "The media transform 
the great silence of things into its opposite," de Certeau says, 
"Narrations about what's-going-on constitute our ortho
doxy." (185) 

Even so there are economic and artistic differences be-
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tween what I would like to call true digital literature and ort
hodox forms, and the artistic differences are not only much 
more interesting but also, I would suggest, ultimately much 
more important (especially since they will eventually drive 
the economics). Most e-books are just a version of p-books or 
print, of course. The English neologism people use for these 
adaptations is repurposing, although it may strike the disin
terested reader that repurposing a book in electronic form is 
like repurposing a pig in sausage. 

At the moment, the advantages of publishing a book on the 
internet are, of course, primarily economic ones, that is, redu
ced distribution costs, target marketing, and so on. Yet even 
e-books enjoy, sometimes despite themselves, what I would 
call the artistic advantage of plasticity. With an e-book, whether 
it is read on a computer screen or on a hand-held, oblongated 
appliance made to look and walk and quack like a book, the 
reader suddenly has access to the text in new ways, whether 
something as simple as search abilities beyond the usual index 
(which, by the way, is the bane of a fiction writer) or the abili
ty to change font sizes (and thus the book's presence and de
sign). As numerous scholars have noted, these latter aspects 
also change our understanding of the author's relationship 
with the reader and the experience of reading. In true digital 
literature, of course, a writer exploits these advantages, sedu
cing and guiding the reader and taking advantage of the veils 
of transparency, the multiple openings of the newly supple 
text. 

I would like now to turn momentarily to a brief survey of 
the philosophical and historical predecessors of this newly 
conceived and supple text. It used to be difficult to talk about 
hypertexts because very few readers had seen them and one 
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had to convince people that they were something closer to a 
conversation than a set of branching choices. Now it is diffi
cult to talk about hypertext because it is so much integrated 
into the world wide web that it seems transparent, especially 
to a generation which thinks anything before 1998 is history. 
("My boss didn't understand me," a recently downsized 
dot.com former student of mine explained recently, "she was 
so Gen-X and out of it.") 

The dot.com generation's blindly infantile insistence on 
its self-generative nature cannot obscure the fact that the 
technology of cyberculture is a creation of modernist sensibi
lity. Neither this generation of technologists nor its increa
singly derivative and dully self-referential creations sprang 
parthenogenetically from the machine. The machine was 
imagined first and in some senses - even economic ones - it 
remains a work of imagination. 

Yet imagination unaccompanied by belief does not sustain 
itself or us. As de Certeau suggests "there are now too many 
things to believe and not enough credibility to go around." 
(179) Nor does resurrection of credibility await the salvation 
of a killer app, a brave new world, or a global village. "What 
hampers communication is communicability itself;" Agam-
ben says, "humans are separated by what unites them. Jour
nalists and mediacrats are the new priests of alienation from 
human linguistic nature [...] Language is not only constituted 
in an autonomous sphere, but also no longer reveals anything 
- or better, it reveals the nothingness of all things." (82) 

The nothingness of all things is spoken in time, indeed it 
must be spoken in time. This is the injunction of literature 
and, however paradoxically, the source of both its resistance 
and its cosmogonie vocation. 
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It is what Mrs Moore heard in the Marabar Caves in 
Forster's Passage to India, "Coming at a moment when she 
chanced to be fatigued, it had managed to murmur 'Pathos, 
piety, courage-they exist, but are identical, and so is filth. Eve
rything exists, nothing has value."' (149-50) 

What Mrs Moore hears is an ancient sound, which for 
what it is worth offers us at least the consolation of knowing 
that the exhaustion of belief is nothing new. What is perhaps 
new is how belief no longer lodges in the sacred places like 
Mrs Moore's Malabar cave. Rather, as de Certeau says, "be
lief takes refuge in the areas of the media and leisure activities. 
It goes on vacation, but even then it does not cease to be an 
object captured and processed by advertising, commerce and 
fashion." (180) 

Vacated belief, belief at play - the hallmark of postmodern 
literature - is procreative . "The world of the book comes to 
life, seething with possibilities, with secrets and contradic
tions," Paul Auster writes, evoking the zen-like paradox of 
Alan of Lille, that is the circle whose center is nowhere and 
whose circumference is everywhere. "Since everything seen 
or said, even the slightest, most trivial thing, can bear a con
nection to the outcome of the story, nothing must be over
looked," says Auster, 

"Everything becomes essence; the center, then, is every
where, and no circumference can be drawn until the book has 
come to its end." (82) 

But what are we to make of a literature which will never 
have come to its end, one whose possibilities exhaust our ca
pabilities to exhaust them? In a moment here we have gone 
from emptiness to fullness, from endings to beginnings, mo
ving as in T. S. Eliot's "East Coker", "here / Or there, or else-
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where" back again. It is a natural oscillation, a pinball game in 
which the polished ball bounces among a plenitude of blin
king, ringing possibilities then drops back into the void again. 
Much of the hyperbole which surrounds new media is a rhe
toric of births: a new age, a new literature, and so on. It is 
obvious in all this talk of parthenogenesis, cosmogonie voca
tion, and procreation, that my sympathies likewise lie with 
the notion of art work as birthing. 

Yet what is given birth in the new literature, just as in the 
natural world, is processual, a whole only in a potentiated 
sense, but nonetheless a "wholeness" whose first expressions 
quite literally come from play. Play is always wholly unfinis
hed, its circumference radiating ever outward. A child's play 
opens actual spaces for being as in the Lacanian mirror, 
which for any parent is a real event in an unending story rath
er than mere psychoanalytic theory. 

It is of course fair to ask, as Jan-Hendrik Bakker does, how 
this delimited and delimiting new literature can perform 
literature's traditional function of satisfying our longings for 
"compensation for the incompleteness of ordinary life." Yet 
longing for completion can give rise to fascism as often as it 
does to art, whether the fascism of Heidegger or the fascism 
of an infotainment culture which commodifies wholenesses 
in successive product lives, that is fashion as fascism. 

Life itself is its own compensation, its incompleteness is its 
joy and its nature. We find our solace in giving ourselves over 
in our own incompleteness to the incompleteness of others. 
This is the play of complexity, the complexity of play in the 
sense that contemporary sciences understand it, a morpho-
genetic play,' form-making forms. 

Let us turn briefly toward a more historical survey of these 
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form-making forms. Like any history or geneology - as Fou
cault reminds us - mine is not without ideology. To put it 
plainly I will suggest that literature, the primary morphoge-
netic medium of the last century, has provided the architec
ture for the cyber sensibility of this next century as well as 
hope for the emergence of a truly rich cyberculture. It re
mains to be seen, however, whether these structures will be 
occupied or whether we will thrive within them. 

Now that digital literature has in some sense established 
itself on the cultural and commercial landscape, there is natu
rally a great deal of speculation, and even contention, about 
who were its precursors. 

As you know my hypertext novel, afternoon, astory (1987) is 
often accounted as the first serious work of digital literature. 
However, like any so-called originator, I am sensitive to the 
predecessor texts which include a variety of games and quasi-
literary fantasies like the early Zork series from Infocom or 
the truly transformative Adventure game written for a variety 
of early mainframes (even the ex poet laureate of the United 
States, Robert Pinsky wrote the text for an early textual fanta
sy caüedMindwheel). But it is also important in turn to recog
nize the predecessor texts before electronic games and litera
ture, language itself put into play in the works of modernist 
writers like Gertrude Stein and James Joyce (themselves in
fluenced by visual arts, collage, and new media like radio and 
film) which required their readers to interact in a fundamen
tal way in order to make meanings. Even the seemingly less 
than playful Heidegger, as David Kolb reminds us, "gave the 
title Woodpaths {Holzwege) to one collection of his essays. The 
title referred, [Heidegger] said, to fragmentary paths found 
in the forest, leading nowhere, not converging, but opening 
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up the dark woods in one another's neighborhood." (s.p.) 
Hypertext fictions (and thus the technology which enables 

- or one might say preordains and presupposes - them) emer
ged from almost a century of modernist artworks concerned 
with what, were it not a pejorative, we might call self-consci
ous composition. This is something of a shadow play in which, 
as de Certeau says, "the scriptural system moves forward on 
its own [...] becoming self-moving and technocratic [...] it 
transforms the subjects that controlled it into the writing 
machine that orders and uses them [in a] cybernetic society." 
(136) Instead of self-conscious composition we could equally 
say that hypertext literature represents a compositional ca
ring, one which in Bakker's phrase "listens to the logic of the 
narrative," (N.P.) much as serial music, oulipo, cubism, colla
ge, surrealism, futurism, and constructivism, did before it. 

What we hear there in the logic of narrative is what the 
philosopher Michael Oakeshott calls "The Voice of Poetry in 
the Conversation of Mankind" in an essay by that name. 
Therein, he says, '"facts' appear only to be resolved once more 
into the possibilities from which they were made" and 
"thoughts of different species take wing and play round one 
another, responding to each other's movements and provo
king one another to fresh exertions. Nobody asks where they 
have come from or on what authority they are present. " (198 ) 

Such conversation puts the other into play in the world 
and in ourselves where it results in an othermindedness, 
which I have characterized as less a focus on the other than 
upon our mindedness. I see network culture and hypertextu-
ality as potentially (but not at all inevitably) serving our abi
lity to maintain ambiguities, contraries, possibilities, and 
multiplicities. To be sure the reader traditionally stands for 
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such an other to a certain extent, in the way of Gertrude 
Stein's dictum "I write for myself and for strangers." Her 
conjunction enacts a logic of narrative, wherein the deepest 
self and the most alien otherness are often more closely allied 
than the proximate and familiar. 

The proximate and familiar are increasingly colonized and 
medialized. The net dislodges the quotidian and diurnal, the 
day to day and the season to season, by occupying us in every 
sense of that word, filling space and time alike. In the face of 
such occupation, otherness is a refuge. "To read is to be el
sewhere, where they are not, in another world," writes de 
Certeau, "it is to constitute a secret scene, a place one can 
enter and leave when one wishes; to create dark corners into 
which no one can see within an existence subjected to techno
cratic transparency and [...] implacable light." (173) 

It may seem to some that digital literature is the devil's 
spawn of such implacable light, but the evidence of its au
diences seems to suggest that it offers a refuge to those emi
grants of such besieged othernesses who traditionally seek 
another world. With the emergence of these new literary 
forms, there has, of course, been a rather contentious debate 
about the nature and extent of the audience. Laura Miller, the 
Salon webzine editor (now busily packaging "best of Salon" 
print anthologies), recruited to do a hit-job on hypertext for 
the. New York Times Book Review a few years ago, characterized 
the audience as strictly an academic and, perversely, predo-
minantely male one. Yet the earliest and most generous cri
tics of hypertextual literature were young women - to be sure 
often young scholars and artists - but ones who viewed them
selves as post-modernist, post-colonialists, feminists, subver
sive artists, "experimental" writers, and so on. However now 
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the audience is quite wide and growing wider and more diver
se in its interests. Recent surveys of American graduating 
high school seniors suggest that many do the majority of their 
reading of all kinds on line. The success of the Stephen King 
e-novella shocked traditional media but should not have. 
Thousands, perhaps even millions, of people not only read 
but write romantic fantasies in on-line chatrooms and MOOS 
and other virtual spaces every day. People fall in and out of 
love on-line and live lives in the real world begun and inter
woven in cyberspace. 

The initial acknowledgement of hypertext literature by the 
literary establishment ranged from hostile to bored. From the 
first it was clear that some very fine critics and scholars were 
fully prepared to write about these works in the subjunctive, 
that is, without having read them well or at all. This has con
tinued to this day even as the critical and literary reception of 
hypertext literature finally grows to legitimacy. A well-
known historian of reading wrote about Robert Coover's hy
pertext fictions in an essay, when in fact Coover has never 
written a hyperfiction (although he was the first and most 
generous champion of them). A New York Times writer likewi
se described a reading of a hyperfiction of mine which itself 
was clearly a fantastical invention, uninformed by experience 
one might say. 

In fact, to the extent that early hypertexts were discussed in 
traditional media, there was a widespread belief that these 
works were mere versions of a children's choose-your-own-
adventure story, or that the reader could at will violate the 
order of texts, turning Raskolnikov to Randy the Russian or 
convincing the feuding Montagues and Capulets to patch it 
all up at a potluck picnic. Worse still, there was a fear among 
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critics that giving readers choices would lead to tearing the 
veil from the reverie of reading, removing the remove if you 
like. Yet the hypertext writer in fact never surrendered the 
tools of the craft which depend upon linearity, suspense, mu-
sicality, description, inferiority, and so on; and surely never 
surrendered the dimensions of creating character or setting, 
or lulling a reader into a reverie with seductive whispers. 

My first electronic novels predated the web and were writ
ten for disk, although I've been drawn to the internet as eve
ryone has because of its ubiquity and reach. Long ago I wrote 
that a true writer will write wherever she can, even in water. It 
is no wonder that so many writers, especially younger ones, 
are drawn to this new medium. For the internet, like any li
brary, is the stream of our intermingled pasts and futures 
written over in the rippling present. It constitutes a memory 
"in the ancient sense of the term" that de Certeau identifies as 
"a presence to the plurality of times [...] and thus not limited 
to the past." 

I began by talking of a hypertext literature in molten fer
ment, with writers and publishers alike uncertain of what 
channels are either still open or newly open to them. 

It is not clear as yet whether we are, any of us, present 
enough to the plurality of our own time, enough possessed by 
an active memory in de Certeau's sense to give form to the 
web of caring which, in the words of my title, distinguished 
the book as it was to us. For a moment or two before closing 
I would like to explore what evidences there are of what one 
might call this memory of the future. 

Do we situate ourselves in a place or a time is, I suggested 
earlier, the question of electronic publishing as it was also the 
question of the printing press. Memory, de Certeau says, 
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moves among "a multitude of events [...] without possessing 
them (they are all^&tf, each a loss of place but a fragment of 
time)," and in this process also "computes and predicts 'the 
multiple paths of the future' by combining antecedent [...] 
particularities." (82) 

Yet I am sensitive to Derrida's argument in Archive Fever 

that "archival technology no longer determines [...] merely 
the moment of the conversational recording, but rather the 
very institution of the archivable event" such that "archival 
technique has commanded that which in the past even insti
tuted and constituted whatever there was as anticipation of 
the future." (18) We might say that the women and men of 
1900 are different on account of what we have become and, in 
their difference, they ascribe a difference to the future they 
could see us within. 

Looking forward to a future which may or may not ac
count for the antecedent particularities of digital literature, 
publisher Bolick writes : "Less than a year ago there were only 
a few thousand e-books, stored at universities [...] Today, 
there are tens of thousands, available across different formats 
and several devices. But still," he cries out, "that is not nearly 
enough." (9) 

E-books, of course, are widely available from even traditio
nal online booksellers - if you will allow that oxymoron - like 
Amazon and Barnes and Noble (although as Lars Grahn re
ports it was impossible to purchase the apparatus to read 
them with on a recent visit to Manhattan). Hypertexts are 
published by new media outlets like Eastgate Systems. Many, 
many digital works are offered without charge by a range of 
literary and popular electronic presses and by individual ar
tists and writers. We are truly in a renaissance of textualities. 
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It isn't clear, however, whether Bolick or other publishers 
fully understand as yet what their market is. The much-
heralded and ill-fated atRandom line of e-books packaged 
second-tier, not to say mid-list, properties by magazine wri
ters and Soho phenoms and managed, not surprisingly, to 
move little more than a hundred units of its best seller, a gen-
X self-help advice book. Mainline publishers have yet to learn 
that these different formats and devices are not mere repur-
posings. The pigs are taking wing and flying away from the 
sausage factories. 

A whole generation has come to know stories in forms and 
venues more multiple than on-line shopping carts or bright 
blue hyperlinks. From the largely textual virtual spaces of 
MOO worlds and IRC chatrooms to instant messaging to that 
characteristically miniaturized and restrained Scandinavian 
contribution to virtuality, cell phone "texting," new readers 
play out the stories of their own and others lives - reality-bas
ed fictions, literary fictions, fan-fiction sequellae, and fanta
sies alike - in elaborate convolutions and parallel constella
tions. 

"Rather than being merely represented in it," de Certeau 
writes, "the ordinary man acts out the text itself, in and by the 
text, and [...] makes plausible the universal character of the 
particular place in which the mad discourse of a knowing wis
dom is pronounced." It may be that in their knowing wisdom 
publisher Bolick and the atRandom editors have momentari
ly missed the mad discourse which draws new readers. "The 
straying of writing outside its own place is traced by this ordi
nary man," de Certeau says, "the metaphor and drift of the 
doubt which haunts writing." (2) 

From the first disk-based hypertext novels to the - now 
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nearly viral - Flash-fired and jumped-up Java texts of kinetic 
web art, electronic storytelling forms have strayed well be
yond the typical dreary hyperlinked footnote or product de
scription of the day-to-day web. The first electronic books, 
the late lamented Voyager novels published by Bob Stein, 
added dancing dinosaurs and amazing facts to Michael 
Crichton novels. Now a work like Erik Loyer's "the lair of the 
marrow monkey," while it has hardly a clue about its own li
terary lineage (running from George Herbert's "Easter 
Wings" poem to the Futurists and Oulipo), nevertheless 
speckles a screen with a star shower of a slowly forming poem 
and unveils a story from tongue-shaped parabola of undu-
lant, dancing texts by turns. 

Much more aware of itself and its pedigree, Diane Slat-
tery's "Glide" attempts to create a runic language of unspo
ken storytelling in a labyrinth of interlinked glyphs and mys
tical music which a Myst reader and a Mario Brothers veteran 
alike, or indeed a Tolkien reader, would understand. Hund
reds of such novels, stories, poetry collections, and hybrid 
works, are published by pioneer electronic publishers like 
Eastgate, newly on-line versions of literary journals like Bar
ney Rosset's legendary Evergreen Review or Iowa Review, or 
on-line university presses such as NYU. None feature any
thing like the chose-your-own-adventure clones held up as 
strawmen by a generation of foot dragging literati. 

As I suggested earlier, even simple re-mappings transform 
the reader's relation to the text and its own contextualization. 

That is, the text begins to participate in an electronic world 
subject to the variations and temporal shifts ofthat medium, 
not to mention the pressures of images, video and sound. The 
Stephen King phenomenon changed his readers understan-
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ding of their relation to him, or more likely affirmed an im
mediacy that they had previously only imagined. That said, 
however, true digital literature has a certain intentional vari
ation and musicality which e-books fail to possess and which 
readers will increasingly long for. 

A truly exclusive characteristic of digital literature that 
commentators tend to gloss over in the rush to see the inter
net as a simple remapping of the publishing paradigm is how 
the digital text always offers itself in multiple variations, from 
the simple design and search variations of an e-book, to the 
much more complex variations of enhanced e-books with 
graphics and video, and ultimately to the unprecedented and 
revolutionary variations of hypertexts which provide read
ings of a variety and possibility that would be logistically im
possible to accomplish in print. 

Publisher Bolick ends his Op-Ed meditation by recounting 
how a classroom full of Gameboy wielders cries to his friend 
the e-bookseller "When can we read our books on these?" 
They could as well have said, "When will our books tell sto
ries as supple as these?" A decade and a half of hypertext li
terature suggests that there are readers who long for stories 
that tell themselves according to season, a writer's whims or a 
reader's inclination. 

Still many of us question whether, and indeed fear that, 
digital literature might replace the book. Yet, as some histori
ans of the book have suggested, and as common sense alike 
informs us, there are some settings where the digital should 

replace the book in its purely instrumental form - for instan
ce perishable manuals, guidebooks and directories. It likewi
se seems obvious that educational textbooks ought not be 
produced in such inelastic forms. To be sure there will always 
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be literature, especially poetry, on the page because the page 
has such fragility and mortality. Yet as readers increasingly 
are drawn to the ornate joys, musicality and variations of 
electronic literature, and as a whole population increasingly 
becomes used to "reading" (which will include sounds and vi
suals) in electronic form, the book will increasingly become -
perhaps already has become - a special case of literacy, just as 
opera for instance is a special case of theatre and music. 

We all fear the loss of the narrow spined volume clasped in 
the tight pocket of the airplane seatback and the edged weight 
and dusty texture of the novel against the stomach. What we 
need to conserve and to place in time is the mark of our caring 
where it most marks us, upon our mortal bodies. "We should 
try to rediscover the movements of this reading within the 
body itself," de Certeau asserts in a remarkable summoning 
of the symphony of the embodied reader whose "subconsci
ous gestures, grumblings, tics, stretchings, rustlings, unex
pected noises, in short a wild orchestration of the body" reify 
an earlier time when "the reader interiorized the text, he 
made his voice the body of the other, he was its actor." (174) 

De Certeau offers this not as some quaint reinhabiting of 
reading in the manner of Ong's secondary orality but rather 
as vital self-defense, "the reader's habeas corpus" in the face of 
those violations where "the reader's autonomy does not pro
tect him, for the media extend their power over his imagina
tion, that is, over everything he lets emerge from himself into 
the nets of the text - his fears, his dreams, his fantasized and 
lacking authorities." (175) 

The book as it was to us was this habeas corpus, at hand both 
in Heidegger's sense and the more common sense which is 
after all his as well. As Hayles cautions us, "Because they have 
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bodies, books and people have something to lose if they are 
regarded solely as informational patterns, namely the resis
tant materiality that has traditionally marked the experience 
of reading no less than it has marked the experience of living 
as embodied creatures." (71) 

What is missing thusfar in an emerging digital literature, 
drunk with the possibilities of the next, is that resistant mate
riality, a self-aware, which is to say proprioceptive, sense of 
itself as embodied. Digital culture reels and swaggers like a 
drunken plowman who dreams of taking flight, relieved of 
mortal weight and presence. This is an old dream, perhaps the 
oldest of human culture - we have seen it in Chagall, heavy 
boots and bright eyes sailing among the stars, and before that 
in Icarus or Gilgamesh - and so it is as dear to us, and as fami
liar, as it is ultimately tragic. Much is made of how the digital 
escapes fixedness, how its informational patterns interpene
trate but never settle among striations of embedded abstrac
tion: from electrons hurtling along copper corridors, upward 
to switched registers of transient values, and ultimately to 
brilliant phosphor letterforms which disappear like fireflies in 
a billion recurring twilights of a nanosecond's duration. 

However we situate ourselves in place and time alike. Cy
berspace is not exempt from the mortal and moral geometry 
wherein we place our hope and find our future. 

The web of caring readers makes the text present no less 
than did the ancestors of ours who swept across northern ice 
and southern deserts alike linked by the stories they told 
themselves, by words passed on, passing, or past. Because the 
cyberbook is not bound by hide-wrapped boards, it requires 
us to wrap its presence in our own bodies and communities 
alike. 
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We are both subject to time and time's subjects. "Changes 
in bodies as they are represented within literary texts have 
deep connections with changes in textual bodies as they are 
encoded within information media," Hayles says, "both stand 
in complex relation to changes in the construction of human 
bodies as they interface with information technologies." (71) 

Yet this process is not something any industry can hasten 
or any economy insist upon. Culture is an art and like any art, 
in Paul Valéry's words, it "knows no compromise with hur
ry." (6) It is not something that can be begun because it is al
ready always ever underway, nor is it anything whose ending 
stops at the horizon of mere nextness. Although the plowman 
dreams of flying, the field awaits. It summons him and shapes 
the plow in patterns older than the body. 

The patina of time as time is mortality, read on the body, in 

the body, in a web of caring, for which the book has stood us 

in good stead and now the electronic text must likewise, or 

rather we must on its behalf, turning and moving, flying and 

standing in its stead. 

May 2001, Stockholm 
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